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l. Introduction.

Thís Paper proposes to prove the exístence of an equilibrium,
which is also a Pareto optimum, in an economy with public
goods only. The supply of a public good is supposed to be
consumed fully by every consumer. An equilibrium is defined
as a bundle of goods, for which the sum of individual margi-
nal benefit-valuations or "prices" equals the social cost of
that bundle. The benefit sets and a cost set are dual sets
of the individual preferred sets and the production possíbi-
lity set. These sets are elements of a valuation representa-
tion of the economy E-{(Xi,tii),Z,wi} in the dual space:

E~-{(P.,{~),Q,w.}, from which the origínal economy E can bei tii i
deríved again. Thís dual economy for publíc goods has proper-
ties which are very similar to the economy for private goods
as described by Debreu (1959).
The existence of an equilibrium for an economy with public
and private goods is proven by Foley ( 1967) and Fourgeaud
( 1969). Fourgeaud uses a social preference preordering on
the subspace of public goods. Fo1ey proves the existence of



an equílibrium for any given Pareto optimum and ~nitial

distribution of resources. In this paper no private goods

are present; assumed is that all choice sets have a least or
greatest element and that indispensable goods have valuation

correspondences with some monotonic behavior. And also in
contrast with the other writers, all preferences preorderings
belong to individual consumers and no Pareto optimum need to

be given for the proof of existence. This proof is based on
the constructíon of sets on which the Kakutani fixed point

theorem can be applied.
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2. The valuation-representation-in-the dual-space-------------- ----

The economy E under consideration is characterised by the
following definitions and seven assumptions:

An economy E-{(X.,t.),Z,w,} consists of m consumers, i E M,i 1- i i
each havíng a nonempty consumption set Xi (in the n-
dimensional vector space En) on which a preference preorde-
ring ~i is defined. There are n commodíties, j E N, produced
by one producer according to a production possibility or
supply set Z. The producer dísposes over all initial resour-
ces, which is alreadv calculated in his supply set, and the
wealth or the value of consumption is dístributed over the
individuals according to the function w..i

ASSUMPTION l: (on consumers) The consumption sets X. arei
cuntained in the nonnegative orthant S2 and
such that the closure of X. equals S2. Thei
preference preordering ,~i on Xi is complete,
convex, continuous and such that x ~ y implies
x tii y, for every consumer. -

ASSUMPTION 2: (on producers) The supply set Z is closed,
convex, upper-bounded and contains all and
only elements of En that are smaller (~) than
any nonnegative element of Z. The vector of
initial resources is positive and an element
of Z.

ASSUMPTION 3: (on public goods) The consumption of every
consumer equals total supply, for every co,mmo-
díty.
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The other assumptions depend on valuations of consumers and

the producer, which can be derived from the given economy E

as follows:

The valuation space (En)~ is the set of all valuations or
"prices" ( covectors) which can assign a value (a real number)
to any commodity bundle in the commodity space ( En). In this
space will be defined a set of feasible valuatíons for the
producer ( the social~cost set) and sets of feasible valuati-
ons for the consumers with an preference preordering on each
of then.

The social cost set, Q, is the set of all valuations which

can assign to any bundle in the supply set a value not larger
than l:

-{q E(En)~ . qz ~ 1, for z E Z}

Assumption (2) on Z implies that Q is also closed, convex

upper-bounded and contains all and only elements of (En)~

that are smaller (~) than any nonnegative element of Z, but

under the restriction that the set Q is completely contained

in the nonneRatíve orthant. Also is true that the set dual
to Q is equal again to the supply set Z. (See e.g. Shephard,

1970, p. 236)

If the producer maximizes the value of a bundle to be supplied
by him (as will be assumed later) and he is constrained to a
valuation which assigns to the bundle a value of at most one,

he will take some element of the social cost correspondence,

q(z), on the boundary of Q:

q(z) -{q.E Q: qz - max pz, for p E Q}

PROPERTY I: q(z) is an upper hemi continuous correspon-

dence from Z in Q.
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proof: If m(q) - qz, a continuous functíon in the
compact set Q and if Q(z) - Q, a continuous
(constant) correspondence from Z in Q such
that Q(z) ~~ for any z E Z, then according
to the Maximum Theorem (Berge, 1959, p. 122),
M(z) - max {m(q) - qz : q E Q} is a continuous
function in Z and q(z) -{q E Q; m(q) - M(q)}
is an u.h.c. correspondence from Z in Q.

To every individual preferred to y- set, Xi(y), an individu-
al benifit to y- set, Pi(y), can be assigned which contains
a11 valuations that give any bundle equivalent to or better
than y for consumer i a value of at least one:

Xi(Y) -{x E Xi : y ti x}.

n i:Pi(Y) -{P E(E ): px ~ I, for x E Xi(Y)},

Assumption (1) implies that both sets are closed, convex,
contained in the nonnegative orthant and containing all ele-
ments that are greater (~) than any element of the set con-
cerned. Again, the dual set of Pi(y) ís equal to X.(y). (Seei
Weddepohl, 1970, p. 70). Equivalently, Pi(y)
as:

can be written

n xPi(Y) -{P E(E )- Mi(P) n Int Xi(Y) - 0}, where

Mi(P) - {x E Xi :

The set Mi(p) is called the consumers"'budget" set or choice
set given the valuation p.
By definition, the consumers' individual valuatíon set, Pi,
consists of all valuations that consumer i can give to any
bundle x in his consumption set X., according to the definí--- i
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tions given above:

P. - U P.(x), for x E X..i i i

p, -{p E(En)~ : M.(p) n Int X.(x) -~, for some x E X.}i i i i

By definition, a choice set for the i-th consumer is a corre-
spondence from Pi in Xi : Mi(q) -{x E Xi . qx ~ 1}, or from
Xi in Pi: Mi(y) -{p E pi , py ~ ~}, If a choice set Mi(p)
has no greatest elements for~C., an indifference correspon-y1
dence converges asymptotically to the boundary of M(p), the
hyperplane L(p) -{x E En . px - 1}. There does not exist an
equilibri.um in thís choice situation for the consumer and he
would be willing to substitute large quantities of any commo-
dity for the one (or more) he feels indispensable. L(p) is
then called a hyperplane of indíspensability, where p is a
covector of zero's except for the components (pj), commodity
j being indispensable. If one wants to be sure that once a
commodity is considered indispensable at a certain level, a
lower level of that commodity cannot be feasible ( or be an
element of X.), then only one hyperplane of indispensabilityi
can exist on the boundary of Xi and does not belong to Xi.
Such a hyperplane of indispensability can be considered as a
degenerate choice set. By assumption 1, it can only be a
boundary of the nonnegative orthan[, for every consumer.
The above described situation is also realised if (See assump-
tion 4) the consumers' preferences guarantee that all choice
sets in X. have greatest elements for ~.. As choíce sets ini tii
Xi are generated only by valuations which are elements óf
P., the assumption that some elements can a priori not belongi
to P. (which could be possible according.to the definitioni
of Pi) rules out a certain class of preference preorderings
on Xi, viz. those in which indifference correspondences con-
verge asymptotically to a choice set in Xi. The assumption
-is equivalently stated as:



pi -{p E(En)~ - Mi(P) n Int Xí(x) - 0 and

M.(p) n X.(x) ~~, for some x E X.}.i i i

On the consumers' individual valuation set Pi, a preference
relation ti~ is defined as follows:

xp~i q`~ S x E Xí . p E Pí(x) and q E Bd Pi(x)

p~x q`-~ p~~ q and not P Y~ qi ,1 ,1

~ ,~p ~ x q ~ a p~~ q and

This preference relation will be shown a complete preorde-
ring on P. and has all characteristícs of {. on X.. However,i tii i
the economic relevance of ~~ is a derivated one: if for the
i-th consumer two valuations are equivalent, then the best
commodity bundles he can get in the choice sets determined
by the two valuations are equivalent fcr hím. In this sense
one can say that a smaller valuation or "price" is always
better: p~ q implies p?~ q,

- `~ 1

The consumer will be supposed (See assumption 5) to choose
a least element for {x out of the choice set Mi(y) -
{p E p, , py ~ 1}. These elements are given by the individuali -
benefit correspondence, p.(y), from X. in P.:i i i

pi(Y) -- {p E Pi . p E M(y) and q~~ P implies q~ M(Y)}.
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Equivalently one can say that the consumer assigns valuations
to y from his benefit to y-set, P.(y), that minímize thei
value pv:

pi(y) -{p E Pi . py - min qY. for q E Pi(Y)}.

The choice of a least element out of M(y) can be consídered
as a vote of marginal valuation of y, given a maximum weight
of 1 to the ínner product. But also this consideration does
not solve completely the problems of correct revelation: The
four last assumptions can now be stated, given the defini-
tions above.

ASSUMPTION 4: (on consistent valuation) All choice sets for

any consumer contain greatest (~.) or least,i
(~~) elements.

ASSUMPTION 5: (on behavoir) All consumers choose a greatest
(~i) or a least (~x) element in their choice
sets. The producer maximízes the value of his
supply.

ASSUMPTION 6: (on distribution) The values of individual
consumption, W., are uniformly distributedi
over the consumers.

ASSUMPTION 7:. (on indispensable and insatiable goods) If a

commodity j is indíspensable for consumer i:

[x:(xj) - 0] implíes x~ Xi, then the valua-

tion of j, (pi(x)j),increases monotonícally
with a decrease of the supply of j, (x.). If

J
a consumer í is insatíable for commodity j:



[p .(pj) - 0] implies p~ Pí, then the de-
mand of j, ( x.), increases monotonically with

J
a decrease ín (p.),

J

The last assumptíon is needed in the proof of section 3
only for locally monotonic behavoir of the indívidual bene-
fit correspondence near a limit of X. which is not an ele-i
ment of X..i
Examples of indifference sets in X. and P, and classes whichi i
are ruled out are given in figure 1: broken lines are exclu-
ded by assumptíon 4, and a brace, }, indicates asymptotic
convergence.

B A

A B E

fig. I: indifference sets in X. and P..i i

PROPERTY 2: A valuarion representation Ex -{(pí, tix), Q, W}
can be derived from the economy

E-{(X1, ~í), Z, W}, such that both prefe-
rence relations have the same properties and
that E can be derived from Ex again, gíven the
assumptions 1,2,4 and 6.
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proof: Ttie assumptions 1 and 2 on X.(x) and Z satisfyi
the conditions which Weddepohl (1971) proved
sufficient for (K~)x - K, where the dual

K~ -{p E(En)~ : x E Int K implies px ~ 1},
which is equivalent to the definitions used
here for consumers, resp. the producer.
Assumptions 6 justifies the use of the real
number ] in [he definition of the dual for all
consumers.
That ~x on Pi is a complete-preference-ereor-
dering can be shown as follows:

p~~ p~ 3 x. p E Bd P.(x) and p C P.(x),i i i

follows from the definition and implies re-
flexivity-
If p ;~~ q and q{x r, then 3 x, y E X. .tii i
p C P.(x), 9 E- Bd P.(x), 9 E P.(Y) and r E Bd P.(Y).1 L 1 1

From q E[Bd P.(x) n P.(y)J, follows:i i

Bd P.(y) Q P.(x) unless P.(y) - P.(x)i i i i

Iherefore two alternatives are open:

Bd P.(x) C P.(Y) or Bd P,(Y) n P.(x) ~ 0.i i i i

Phe last alternative will be proven to imply
the first, from which follows that p E Pi(y)
and p~x r, or that ~x is transitive-

For, suppose that Bd P.(x) n P(x) ~ 0 andi

Bd Pi(x) ~ Pi(y), or: some x and y have a

valuation in co:nmon, bu[ still x y. y(Seei
case C in figure 1). Then there exísts a p E P.i
such that:



M(p) nInt X.(y) - 0 and M(p) n X.(y) ~ 0 andi i

M(p) nInt X.(x) -~ and M(p) n X.(x) ~~ andi i

q ~ p implies M(p) n Xi(x) ~~.

(~ stands for ~, but not -)

Therefore, for any z E X., z~. y implies z tií x.
i i

Also, for a sequence {q} such that q ~ p,

implies [M(p) n Xí(x)]

Transitivity of -l. on X. assures that:tii i

x~i y ímplies [M(P) n Xi(x)] ~[M(P) n Xi(Y)].

for any p E P. (2.2)i

Assumption 4 guarantees that for all q.

0 ~ q ~ p, there exists a z, where z~. y,- - i

such that M(q) n X.(z) ~ m.i

Therefore, a correspndence x.(p) from P. ín X.i i i

can be defined:

xi(p) -{x E Xi : M(q) n Int Xi(z) -~ and

M(q; n X.(z) ~~, for somei

z E X. }
i

(:oncinuity ef K on X. requirP~ that:~ i



q y P ímplies xi(q) -~ xi(p), where xí(p)

M(p) ~i Xí(y) ~~, and 0 ~ q ~ p implies z ~~ .~,

for z defined in xi(q) (~,;)

From (2.1) and (2.3) follows that there exists

a q: q ~ p, close enou~h to p, such that

~ r1(9) n Xi(x)~ ~~ M(q) ~' Xi(z)) . where

z~. x ~. v. Ihis contradicts transitivit~ cï(,~ i i

~. (See 2.2).,~ 1

Completeness oY ~i, finally, is implied bv th:.

definítion of Pi - U pi(x), for x E X.. Ifi

p E Bd Pi(x) and q~ Pi(x) then there exists

y E X., such that q E Bd P.(y) and P.(x) C F' (y).1 i i
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3. Eguilibrium-in-the public economy-E-

In an economy E in which all seven assumptions are met, a
state ís fully described by the m t 2 tuple of points
{x, (pi), q}. As the produced bundle x is supplíed to all
consumers to its full extent, one commodity is sufficient.
For this same reason, all individual marginal valuations will
probably be different. The necessary and sufficient condi-
tions which Samuelson ( 1954) derived for a social optimum
imply that the sum of individual benefit valuations must
equal social cost for a specific commodity. This result is
used here to define a equílibrium for the economy:

ti ti tiA public equilibrium of the economy E ís a state {x~ (pi)~ q}
sucti that;
(1) The valuation pi of the supply x is a least element of

tithe consumers' choice set M.(x) for ~Cx;
i ~, i

(2) q maximizes q x over Q;

(3) x E Z and ~ ~ ~m ~ pi - q.

An example of an equílibrium situation is given in figure 2:

M(p)

~

M(X)

fig.2~ a~ equilibrium for a public economy
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~)ther definitions which will be used additionaly in this

section are:

the social consumption set, X- n X. ,i

the social valuation set, P- U P(x), where P(x)-~~P.(x);m i
1 ~

the sucial benefit correspondence, p(x) - m L pi(x);

the excess benefit correspondence, r(x) - p(x) - q(x);

thc unit hyperplane, L(x) -{p E(En)x , p x- 1'.

tiA public equilibrium 'x, (pi), q~ implies that L(x) is a
separatin~ hyperplane of Q and P(x), where Q P(x) ~ 0, and
such tha[ all valuations p. are optimal relatíve to x(thevi xare least elements in ti1.(x) for -(. or minimize p x in P(x).i1 1 i
It also implíes that [he excess benefit correspondencë is
zero for x: r(x) - {0 .
It is easily checked that a public equilibrium is a Pareto

ti
optimum. Let v Y, x for all consumers and y~. x for at least1 ` 1

one consumer. Then P(y) ~~ P(x) and P(y) ~~ Int Q~~. There-
fore, L(v) ~"~ 0~~. But as "I. - Qx - {x E En . L(x) ~~ Int Q-
v~"L and therefore not feasible.

The existence of an equilibrium in E ean now be proven. The

proof consists of 3 parts:

(1) Closed sets Xi and compaet sets Pi are constructed to

define an É economy.

ti
(2) The existence of an equilibrium in the E economy wíll be

proven, applying the Kakutani fíxed point theorem.

(3) 'fhe set of ~`- equilíbria will be shown equal to the set

of E- equilibria.
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THEOREM: The economy E has an equilibríum.

proof: (1) The sets X. and P. in E are neíther closed nori i
bounded. Closed and convex sets X. C X, are

i i
constructed by taking the difference.

Xí - Xí ` N(Xi) ,

where N(X.) is an open neigborhood in S2 of X.,-i -i
and X. is the set of limit poínts of X. that

-i i
are no elements of X. (or índispensable goodsi
for the i-th consumer).
This neigborhood is constructed as the union
of open halfspaces in En, determined by some
valuations in the closure P., which must bei
large enough to prevent the exclusion of equi-
librium solutions:

N(Xi) -{x E S2 : p x ~ l, for p E Pi}, where

the set Pi C{p E~; p x- 0, for x E Xi} is

defined as follows:
Accordíng to the definition of p(x), it can be

1considered as the sum of m covectors [m pí(x)]
or as the average of m covectors pí(x), as is
shown in figure 3.

f~g.3:.decompositíon of p(x).
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If for a consumer i, [m pi(x)] ~ Q, or

p.(x) ~ m.q., for some q E Bd Q, we are surei

that P(x) - m L pi(x) ~ Q.

2

1

fig.4: construction of N(X.).-i

Commodity j is indispensable for the consumer
(like commodíty 2 in figure 4) íf (x.) - 0

Jimplies x E X.. Also is known that x- 0 is-i
no element of Xi, or 0 E Xi, for any consumer.
This follows from X.(0) - ~ and, for all fini-i
te p E ~, M(p) n In[ .~ ~(b, precluding a
choice set for x - 0, which excludes x- 0
from X. by assump[ion 4.i
To prevent that an equilibrium solution (with
p(x) E Q) is contained in N(X.), we first-i
determine the largest component of Q, (qk),
and choose i~ such that it is larger than
m.(qk). If a~iy pi(x) has a component equal to
or larger than .~, we know that the social '
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benefit correspondence p(x) is not an elemen:
of Q.

For each indispensable commodity j, choose

- a e., where e. is the covector of zero
pj J J
elements except for the j-th unit element. If

x- L(pj), then for x E{x : pj x ~ 1} is the

j-th component always smaller: (x.) ~(x.).
J -J

This implies by assumption 7, that for
x E{x : p. x ~ 1}, always (P.(x).) ~(P.(x).) -~J 1 J 1 - ]
and p(x) ~ Q. For the zero supply, the neigh-
borhood is constructed by choosing p- a e,
where e is the covector of unit elements. It
is easily checked that {x . p x ~ I} contains

no efficient points, by the choice of a.

N(Xi) -{x E S2 : p x ~ I, for p E Pi}, where

p, -{p E S2 : p-~e. or p- ae, where
-1 J

a:{x : x ~ ae} ~ m. Q and where

e.: e. x- 0, for x E Xi},
J J

The same procedure to obtain a closed set in
Pi cannot be repeated, as x cannot be decom-

posed and no boundary can a priori be given
in Z, below which no equilibríum solutions
are present. But just as it was important to
get a closed lower bound for X., it is impor-i
tant to get a closed upper bound for P.. Thei
lower bound closure of P. may be achieved byi
simply takíng the closure of Pi, Pi, as ele-
ments from Pi - Pi ` Pi will not be called
anyhow by a consumer who receives only a limi-
ted supply of a commodity for which he is
insatiable.

Compact sets Pi C pi can now be constructed,
usin{~ the property: Pi ~ U pi(x), for x E Xi.
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This propert~. follows from p.(x) C Bd F.(x) andi i
Bd Pi(x) - u pi(y), for some y E Bd Xi(x) and
given assumption 4. As P. - U Bd P.(x), fori i
x E Xí, therefore Pi - U pi(x), for some
x E U Bd X.(y), y E X., or from some x E X..i - i i
For every x E X. such that x i 0, p.(x) isi i
unbounded above, but closed, bounded below and
ordered for ` Therefore p.(x) has a minímum.- i
For every strictly positive x E X., p.(x) isi i
bounded above, because the existence of a
positive lower bound for all pesitive x E X.i
implies the exístence of a positive upper
bound for all p such that p x- I. Call p the
least upper bound of the r~inima of p.(x); ifi
pi(x) is not ordered for - the rinimuri pi(x)
is considered equal to p.(x). k'e now cani
define P. as:i

Pi -{p E Pi . p- p, where p- l.u.b. of

{min. pi(x) for x E gi}},

With the construction of closed sets X. andi
compact sets P., both convex, nonempty andi
containing all equilibrium points, the first
part of the proof is accomplished.

- 1,(2) The correspondence pi(x) from Xi ín Pi is
upper hemi continuous, as follows from the
Maximum Theorem ( Berge, 1959, p. 122): as
m(p) -- p x is a continuous real func[ion in
Pi' Pi(x) - Pi(x) n Pí is a continuous corre-
spondence from Xi in ~i such that ~k(x) -~
for any x E X. (by construction of P.);i ti i
M(x) - max {m(p) : p E Pi(x)} is a continuous



rc~l function i-n Xi; therefore pi(x) -
rP - P E Pi(x). m(P) - M(x)} -{p: ; x- min.

tiq x, for q E Pi(x)} is an u.h.c. cc:respon-
dence from X. in P..i i
The social benefit correspondence p(x.) from
X- n Xi in P- m ~ Pi is a sum or an average
of u.h.c. correspondences and thus also u.h.c.,
X being closed, P compact and both convex and
nonempty.
The excess benefit correspondence r(x) - p(x) -
q(x) from ( X n Z) in (P - Q) is a difference
of two u.h.c. correspondences and thus also
u.h.c. (See figure 5).

fig.5: The feasible supply set, X n Z, and the excess
benefit set, P - Q.

A correspondence x(r) from (P - Q) in (}C n Z)
is defined as follows:

x(r) -{x : r x. - min r y, for y E(X n Z) }.

Also this correspondenre i5 u.h.c., as easily
can be che~ked applying thé same reasoning'as



r

in the proof of property 1. The corresponden-
ce is also nonempty and convex ( as it ís an
íntersection of two convex sets: (X n Z) and
a hyperplane).
Therefore, on the Cartesian product set,

- ~,S-(X n Z) X ( P - Q), which compact, convex
and nonempty, the product correspondence
from S in S: s- r X x, is u.h.c., convex and
nonempty for every element of S. According to
Kakutani, these conditions are sufficient for

ti ti tithe existence of a fixed point s-(x, r).
This fixed point has the following properties.
From the definitions it follows that
p(z), z? q(X), X, or r(X). X ~ 0, for a11

x E(X n Z); by the definition of r(x) must be
ti titrue that r x~ r x, for all x ~- (X ~~"L). As

the aureole closure of (X " Z) -., r(x) E

{r . r x~ 0, for all x E.'! - ~~. Also,
p(x) E L(x) and q(x) E L(x), where x~ 0.
Therefore p(x) f q(x), or r(x) ~ 0. It follows

~. - - ~, -that r(x) - 0, implying that there an x E(X n Z)
ti ti tiexists such that p(x) - q(x), or that x is an

tiequilibrium for E.

(3) Finally, it will be shown that the set of
equilíbria for É-{(}{, ~,),(p, -(x), Z, Q, w,}

1' ti 1 L' ti 1 1
equals the set of equílibria for

E - {X ~ ~ )~(P , {x). . Q. ) - {(X . L ),Z, wi tii i ~~i Z wi i tii i

An É-equilibrium implíes an E-equilibrium, as
~ tiX. C X. and P. C P., for all i, and boundaryi i i i
points of Xi and ~i are excluded as equili-
brium solution (unless they are also boundary
points of X. and P.): ~i i
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Bd N(Xi) -{x E Xi : p x- l, for p~(m Q)}
tiand p. E P. ` P, implies that the supply of ai i i

commodity j, for which a consumer is insatiable,
tiis infinite; contra x E Z.

tiAn E-equilibrium implíes an E-equilíbrium, as
x E[(Xi n Z) ` Xi] implies that'x E N(Xi) and

pi(x) ~ m Q, or p(x) ~ q(x). If pi is a least
ti ti tielement of M.(x) and p. E(P. ` P.), thani i i i

pi E pi(x) wíth x E N(Xi) and again p(x) ~ q(x).-

Both contra r(x) - 0.

Th,e,conditions ( 2) and ( 3) for a public equi-
liarium are satisfied in both cases É and E,
either because the production circumstances
are identí-cal, or by definition. .
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